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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of exceptional characters was first developed by R. Brauer 
(see, for instance, [I]) and M. Suzuki [12], and later was generalized by 
W. Feit [6], [7]. It has been a powerful tool in its many applications, in that, 
under certain conditions, it yields information about the characters of 
a finite group 6 from information about the characters of a certain subgroup 2. 
More recently Feit and Thompson [9] obtained the theory of coherent sets 
of characters, which applies under more general conditions on 8 and 2. 
The earlier theories had required the existence of a trivial intersection set J? 
in 2, whereas they introduced the weaker condition that 3 be tamely imbedded 
in 15. The theory of coherent sets of characters played a crucial role in their 
proof of solvability of groups of odd order. 
All these theories concern a linear isometry u mapping certain generalized 
characters of L? into those of 8 and the extension of u to an isometry with 
a larger domain. When an extension is possible, the larger domain is called 
coherent. In the theory of exceptional characters, CI is the induction operator. 
Recently Dade [5] proved the existence of a suitable operator o under more 
general conditions on 6, 8, and fi than those of Feit and Thompson. At the 
same time, related operators were employed by Brauer [2] and Suzuki [Z3] 
* The first author was supported by National Science Foundation Grant GP-4240. 
An earlier version of much of the paper was contained in the second author’s disserta- 
tion, which was submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy at the Carnegie Institute of Technology. Part of her work 
was done while she was on the faculty of Mount Mercy College, Pittsburgh. 
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in their studies of the existence of normal complements of subgroups. 
Very recently Reynolds [Zl] generalized and extended Dade’s results. 
Our purpose here is to make a new study of Q and of coherence, further 
generalizing the existing theories, and to indicate some applications. In 
Section 2 we study the existence and properties of 0, and we obtain a result 
on the existence of normal complements. In Sections 3 and 4 the existence 
of u is assumed and results concerning the existence and uniqueness of its 
extensions u* are obtained. Assuming an extension u* of u exists, we study 
the multiplicities of the constituents of 612 for certain characters 0 of 0 in 
Section 5. Finally, as an application involving many of the earlier results of 
the paper, we state in Section 5 a theorem giving a lower bound on the 
degrees of certain characters of a class of groups having a Frobenius section. 
Most of the notation and terminology are standard. All groups discussed 
are assumed to be finite, and all characters are over the field of complex 
numbers. By a genwalized characta we mean a linear combination of irre- 
ducible characters with coefficients in the ring 9 of integers. We reserve the 
term ‘character’ for linear combinations of irreducible characters with positive 
integer coefficients. The inner product of class functions has the usual meaning. 
By the weight of a generalized character 01 we mean (01,01), that is, Ilc@. By 
the kernel of a class function cy of Q we mean the intersection of the kernels 
of all irreducible representations for whose characters x we have (OL, x) # 0. 
If 8 is a group then s(6) denotes the center of 6. If 5 is a set then 19-1 
denotes the number of elements in Y. If Y is a subset of 6 then Y&(r) and 
C&(r) denote the normalizer and centralizer of Y in 6, respectively, and 
Y# denotes Y - (1). If Y and Y are subsets of 6, then YY denotes the 
set of all conjugates of members of Y by members of Y. We call F a trivial 
intersection set in 0 if every pair of conjugates of Y has its intersection 
contained in (1). 
Let n denote a set of primes and 7r’ the set of all primes not in n. Any 
integer divisible only by primes in rr is a r-number. L! is a rr-group if I f! / is 
a r-number. G is a r-element of a group (li if the group (G) generated by G 
is a m-group. Any element G can be represented uniquely as a product 
G = G, . G,, of commuting n and rr’-elements. G,, is the n-part of G. If % is a 
subset of a group 6 then %, denotes the set of all r-elements in %. Elements 
G and H belong to the same n-section of 6 if G, and H, are 0 conjugates. 
A subgroup 2 of 0 is a Hall subgroup if (6: f?) and ) L! 1 are relatively prime. 
2 is a T-Hall subgroup if it is a n-group and (8: 2) is a rr’-number. 
Let 0 be a finite group, L! a subgroup and ,$, a normal subgroup of 2. 
A normal subgroup 0, of (35 is a normal complement of 2 over 2, , if 
6 = a&J!, !i$ = 60 n 2 
and hence 6/O, g f!/&, . 
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2. THE OPERATOR o AND THE EXISTENCE OF NORMAL COMPLEMENTS 
Here we study the existence and properties of a lifting operator U. Our 
work is closely related to part of the work of Reynolds [II] and was done 
independently at the same time. In the light of Reynolds’ work we have 
made some changes in the assumptions in this section, which yield generaliza- 
tions, here and in Section 5, of the results obtained in the preprint of our 
paper. 
Hypothesis 2.1, a generalization of Dade’s assumptions [5], is the same as 
Reynolds’ assumptions (A) and (B) [II]. Theorem 2.1 gives conditions under 
which 0 preserves inner products and gives analogues of the Frobenius 
Reciprocity Theorem. Theorem 2.2 gives conditions under which or* is 
a generalized character. These results are generalizations of corresponding 
results of Dade’s [5]. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to a proof of his. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are similar to lemmas of Brauer [2, Lemmas 1 and 51 
and Feit and Thompson [9, Lemma 9.51. 
As a first application we obtain a condition sufficient for the existence of 
normal complements. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. B r’s a subgroup of the finite group (5 and v is a set of 
primes. 8 is a union of rr-sections of L! such that 
I. if two elements of fi, are conjugate in 6 then they are also conjugate in 2, 
2. ;f L E l?, then (&,(L) = J(L) . Ee(L) where J(L) is a normal +-Hall 
subgroup of C&(L). 
Remark. In the preprint of this paper we also included the following 
assumptions in Hypothesis 2.1: f! has a normal subgroup &, such that 2 
is a union of cosets of &, each of which is a n-element of C/C0 and such that 
J(L) n C.,(L) C & for every L E I?., . 
If L E 9, let R(L) = J(L) fl KS(L). If ‘Ji is a subset of fi let v(s) denote the 
union of all r-sections of 6 containing elements of 3. Similarly let S(%) 
denote the union of all n-sections of 2 containing elements of %. Thus if !T3 
consists of a single element then rp(%) is the corresponding r-section. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose I? and B satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. Then 
(disjoint) (2.1) 
2 = u 6(R) 
R&Z 
(disjoint) (2.2) 
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where W is a system of representatives of the o-conjugate classes of 2, . If L E 0, 
then 
6(L) = p(L) n if?. (2.3) 
Proof. Hypothesis 2.1.1 implies that the unions are disjoint. Equations (2.1) 
and (2.2) now follow from the definitions of v,(e) and 2. Clearly S(L) C q(L) r\ 2. 
If ME v(L) n 2 then M,, E 2 and, by Hypothesis 2.1.1, M, is conjugate 
in 2 to L. Thus ME 6(M,,) = S(L). 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume L! and 2 satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. If L E e,, then 
I dL) I I S(L) I 
- = - = (Qa(L)l R(LSj’ l@I 1-Q (2.4) 
and 
I v(Q) I = (6 : a if! I- 
If t9 is a class function of 6 such that 
c 
JCUL) 
w.0 = (J(L) : J-G)) &,, WK) 
for some I, E .&, then 
(2.4a) 
& C e(G) = & C f3G). 
p(L) S(L) 
(2.5) 
Proof. Hypothesis 2.1.2 implies that 
v(L) = (LJ(L))@ = u (Ls(L))R (disjoint) 
RER 
6(L) = (La(L))” = u (Ls~(L))~ (disjoint) 
S& 
where % is a set of right-coset representatives of CT&L) in 6 and 6 is a set of 
right-coset representatives of (Se(L) in 2. Since e is a class function of 6 
k c e(G) = (’ ’ (f6(L)) c e(LI) 
P(L) I@1 X3(L) 
= (0 : WLNXL) : JWN 
161 ,ZL, e(LK) 
I J(L) I 
I WL) I I J(L) I &gL) e(LK) 
= co yf))&e(LK) = & c B(G). 
S(L) 
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Equation (2.4) can be obtained by letting 0 = I, and (2.4a) follows from 
(2.1), (2.4) and (2.2). 
If (Y is a complex-valued class function on L! such that B(L) = LX(&) for 
L E 3 then define CP by 
4G) = ]f(L) G # & G E g(L), L E 6, . (2.6) 
Equation (2.1) implies that a0 is a well-defined class function of 0 and (2.2) 
implies that au@ = orI& Clearly the domain of (T is a complex vector space 
and u is a linear transformation. It is clear from (2.6) that (2.5) can be 
applied to d for all L E 2, . 
In particular, for any class function 01 of 2 having A(L) in its kernel for 
every L E 2,) ol” is defined. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume L! and 2 satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. Let 0 be a class 
function of 6 such that 
c fvJ) = (J(L) : vNe;L) VK) (2.7) 
KS(L) 
for all L E &, . Let 01~ be a class function of 2 which vanishes outside % such that 
a,(L) = aI for L E 2. Then 
(6 dG = (42, h. P-8) 
If LYE is a class function of 2 such that a,(L) = or2(L,) for L E fi then 
(%“, ‘y1% = (% P 42 * (2.9) 
If 01~ is a class function of 2 which vanishes on v,(Q) n (2 - 2) such that 
c+(L) = CX~(L,,) for L E 2 then 
Proof. Since ollD vanishes outside I&$), (2.1) implies that 
where % is a system of representatives of the classes of &, . Applying (2.5) 
to 0 and using (2.2), 
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Since &JG/$ = &I9 and since 01~ vanishes outside 2, 
The proofs of the other equations of the theorem are similar. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume 2 and 2 satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. If 01 is a generalized 
character of 1! such that a?(L) = a(L,) for all L E J? and which vanishes outside 
2 then a0 is a generalized character of 6. 
Remarks. Our lifting operator u is analogous to r-induction as defined 
by Reynolds [II], but they are not the same. Reynolds’ n-induction is defined 
on a smaller space of class functions (31 of 8, namely for those 01 which are 
constant not only on all r-sections of 2 contained in Q but on all n-sections 
of 2. The definitions agree when (Y vanishes on 2 - 2, but apparently not 
otherwise. More precisely, n-induction is defined by the condition that it be 
the mapping of the space of all class functions of L! constant on a11 P-sections 
of 2 into the space of all class functions of 6 constant on all n-sections of 8 
such that the analog of our (2.8) holds whenever CX~ is in the first space and 
0 in the second. Thus in Reynolds’ analog of our (2.8) the condition imposed 
on 01~ is weaker than ours and that on B is stronger. In his analog [II, Theorem 31 
of our (2.9) he requires that both 01~ and 01~ vanish outside fi, but his assump- 
tion (BJ on 2 is weaker than our Hypothesis 2.1.2. 
Theorem 2.2 in the form stated above is due to Reynolds [II]; see the 
corresponding part of his Theorem 1. In terms of n-induction he also obtained 
the corresponding conclusion under more general conditions on the groups 
[II, Theorem 51. We had proved Theorem 2.2 independently under our 
earlier version of Hypothesis 2.1, and assuming that LY. has R(L) in its kernel 
for all L E 3, instead of that a(L) = a(L,) for all L E 2. Our proof, omitted 
here (see the preprint of this paper for details), is similar to Reynold’s proof, 
employing the same summation formula he uses. Instead of showing directly 
that CP equals the summation expression, we showed that their restrictions 
to all elementary v-groups are equal, and we used Brauer’s characterization 
of generalized characters (see [.3] and the reference there or [4, (40.8)]). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 8 be a Jinite group, f? a subgroup of 6 and X?,, a normal 
subgroup of .f?. Suppose there is a set T of primes such that (L! : .Q,) is a rr-number 
and such that: 
1. Whenever two rr-elements of D - J&, are conjugate in 6, they are already 
conjugate in 5% 
2. If L EL! - ,C!,, is a rr-element hen Q6(L) = J(L)$(L) where J(L) is 
a normal r’-Hall subgroup of C&(L). 
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Then there exists a unique normal complement @, of 2 over I!!, , and 8, = 
6 - fp(O - 2,). 
Proof. Clearly L! and 2 = Q - 8, satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 because every 
7r’-element of L! is in B, . Let B be a non-principal irreducible character of 
L1/&, with degree d. Then by Theorem 2.2 and (2.9) (0 - d)o is a generalized 
character of 0 and j/ (0 - d)o II2 = 1 + d2. (2.8) implies that ((0 - d)o, 1) = 
-d and hence (0 - d)o‘ = x - d where x is an irreducible character of 6. 
The intersection of the kernels of all the characters x as 0 ranges over all 
nonprincipal irreducible characters of B/5?!, is 8 - v(e). Thus (s - q(e) 
is a normal subgroup of 6, and [Q - v(e)] n L! C 2s. By (2.4a) 
1 6 - p@) 1 = (6 : 2)l i? I - (8 : iI!)1 B I = (6 : a)1 2, I. 
Therefore 8 = (0 - v(e))& [6 -p(e)] n B = &,, and 6 -v(a) is 
a normal complement of 0 over g0 in 0. 
Let 8,, be an arbitrary normal complement of D over !& in 6. Then 
6/@, ;s B/f?a is a r-group and all m’-elements of 6 belong to 6, . Suppose 
G E 8, n I&). Th en G, E 6, and GqYe 2 - 0, for some YE 8. But 
Gwy E 2 n 8, = &, since 6, is normal in 6. This is a contradiction. There- 
fore 6, c 8 - v(e). Since 1 @+,I = I 0 l/(r! : 0,) = 1 8 - (p(e) I, J? has 
a unique normal complement over 0, in 6 
Remarks. Notice we have not assumed (I! : 2,) and (6 : 2) are relatively 
prime. Theorem 2.3 is related to a theorem of Brauer [2, Theorem 11. 
It generalizes the sufficiency part of a theorem of Suzuki [13, Theorem I]. 
(The last paragraph of his proof provides a deduction of his theorem from 
ours.) And two theorems of Wielandt [M, Satze 1 and 21 can be deduced 
from it. These deductions can be made in the same way that Brauer makes 
them [2, p. 791. The proof of theorem 2.3 is similar to Suzuki’s proof. 
3. COHERENT SETS OF CHARACTERS 
Let 6 be a finite group, let L! be a subgroup of 6, let Y be a set of char- 
acters of 2, and let 9 = y(y) be the Z-module of generalized characters 
of 0 generated by Y. Let 3a = yt,(Y) be the submodule of 3 consisting 
of the members of degree zero, and suppose there is a linear isometry o of 
$0 into the s-module JZ6 of all generalized characters of 6. We call Y 
u-coherent if J, # (0) and there exists an extension u* of u which is a linear 
isometry of 3 into A6 . This definition of coherence is the same as that of 
Feit [S, p. 1811. We let .Mso denote the submodule of de consisting of the 
members of degree zero. 
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In this section we give conditions which imply the coherence of certain 
sets of characters or which imply the uniqueness of u*. Proposition 3.1 is 
a simple well-known fact. Proposition 3.2 is much the same as a result of 
Feit [8, p. 182,ll. 7-101 and its proof is also the same as the proof of the 
existence part of [9, Lemma 10.11, of which it is a generalization. Proposi- 
tion 3.3 is a generalization of the uniqueness part of [8, (31.2)] and its proof 
is much the same. For the sake of unity we give the proof here. Lemma 3.1 
and Proposition 3.4 are related, for example, to [Zo, Corollary 2.2.1. 
Theorem 3.1, the main result in this section, together with Propositions 3.3 
and 3.5, generalize a major theorem of Feit and Thompson [9, Theorem 10.11 
and a similar theorem of Feit [8, (31.2)]. Our definition of subcoherence is 
essentially the same as that of Feit and Thompson [9] except that we have 
separated it from the concept of a tamely embedded subset of a group and 
from our corresponding Hypothesis 2.1, and we have weakened it in one 
other respect. 
PROPOSITION. 3.1. Let B be a subgroup of 6, and let 9 = {hi/ 1 < i < n> 
be a set of characters of 0. !f there exist integers li for i = l,..., n such that 
II = 1 and hi(l) = Z,h,(l) f OY all i, then Y,,(Y) is generated by {Ai - Z,h,l 
1 < i < n}. 
Proof. If C ai& E X0(Y) then z a,l, = 0. Therefore C aJi 
= x ai (Ai - I&). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose ll! is a subgroup of a group 8 and Y is a set of 
irreducible characters of L! all of the same degree with ( Y ( > 1. Suppose there 
is a linear isometry u of Y,,(Y) into Me,, . Then 9’ is a-coherent. 
Remark. If 2 and e satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and 1 $9, and if 9 = {A,1 
1 < i < n} with n > 2 is a set of irreducible characters of 2 which are 
constant on all rr-sections of (? such that X,(L) = A,(L) for all L ED - 3 and 
for 1 < i ,< n, then by (2.8) and Theorem 2.2 the mapping 0 of Section 2 is 
a linear isometry of flO(Y) into JZG , and by (2.6) $‘(I) = 0 for all p E N,-, . 
Hence by Proposition 3.2 Y is o-coherent. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose B is a subgroup of 6 and Y = {A,[1 < i 9 n} 
with n > 1 is a set of orthogonal characters of 1. Suppose there is an 
isometry u from Jo(Y) into .M, . Suppose Al and A, are irreducible and 
(A1(l)Aa - h,(l)h,)O(l) = 0. Th en either there is at most one extension 8 of u 
to #(Y) or n = 2, X,(l) = A,( I), and there are exactly two extensions u* and 
u# of u to J(Y); namely AT” = -A3-iu* for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let u* and a# be extensions of u to Y(Y). Denote hi(l) by Zi . 
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Then for all i 
Clearly our conclusion follows if n = 2, since (3.1) must be the difference 
of two characters. Suppose n > 2. Then either hy” = hT* for i = 1, 2 or 
Xy” = -A”& for i = 1,2. In the former case our conclusion follows. 
In the latter case we have 
a contradiction. It follows that u* = a#. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose 2 is a subgroup of 6 and 9’ = {Kil 1 < i < m} and 
F = {h,ll < j < n} are coherent sets of orthogonal characters of L) with 
respect to isometries a and 7, respectively. Assume p“(1) = 0 and ~(1) = 0 
for all p E X,,(Y) and v E YO(F). If 9,,(.9’)0 and ~~(9)’ are orthogonal and 
(KY*, h;*) = 0 whenever either K~ or hi is reducible, then 9* and yr* are 
orthogonal. 
Proof. Denote ~~(1) and h,(l) by k, and lj , respectively, for all i and j. 
Suppose for some i and j that K~ and hj are irreducible and (Kz*, h,T*) = E = f 1. 
Choose KU E 9’ and h, ET with u # i and v # j. Then 
Then K, and X, are irreducible, (Kf, hr) = -E, and k,li = k,l, . Since 
~~(1) = 0 for all p E Ys(Y), 
0 = k,s*( 1) - k&*(l) = -<k&*(l) - <k&*(l). 
But 
0 = l&*( 1) - z&*(l). 
These two equations imply h;*(l) = 0 b ecause the ki and lj are positive 
integers. This contradicts the fact that /I hi* II = 1. 
As an easy corollary of this lemma we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose I! is a subgroup of 6 and Yi for 1 < i < k are 
disjoint ui-coherent sets of irreducible characters of 2. Suppose p?(l) = 0 for 
all pi E 40(Yi). Assume that 4a(Y# and Sro(Y5p are orthogonal whenever 
h # i. Let Y = uf-, ,4pi . Then there is an isometry a* from 4(Y) into A6 
such that u*IY~(~‘~) = ui for each i. 
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Remarks. If in Proposition 3.4 Yi consists of characters of the same 
degree for some i, then the oi-coherence of Yi need not be assumed since 
it is implied by Proposition 3.2. Proposition 3.4 does not conclude exactly 
that Y is coherent, because 9,,(Y) was not considered. 
The following hypotheses and Theorem 3.1 provide sufficient conditions 
for the coherence of the union 9’ of certain orthogonal sets of characters, 
but assuming an isometry u on Ys(9’) is given. However, it is not explicitly 
assumed that the sets are coherent or that they consist of irreducible characters, 
and therefore Lemma 3.1 is not applicable in all cases. But the assumption 
that certain subsets which don’t consist of irreducible characters are sub- 
coherent in the union gives a substitute for this lemma. 
If Y is a set of characters of 6, let C%(Y) denote the module of class 
functions of 6 generated by members of F over the rational numbers. 
If L! is a subgroup of the group 6, let Y = (Aa/ 1 < i < n} be a set of pairwise 
orthogonal characters of 2. Suppose there is an isometry u from 9a into A’, . 
If 9’r C Y, let ~(9’~) denote the smallest weight of any character in 9r with 
minimum degree. If Yi and F are u-coherent subsets of Y with extensions ai 
and us respectively, define 
-Qe(Yl, 01 : Y, ua) = {a 1 i) OL E 9s and ii) 0~0 = A, + A,, 
where 
a) d, E 9#(.F”a), 
b) A, is orthogonal to W(F’g), 
c) A, is not orthogonal to .F,,(Y’rp, 
4 II 4 II2 G x(sp1)h 
DEFINITION. Let Y1 be a u-coherent subset of Y and let U* be an 
extension of u to 9, . The pair (9’i , u*) is subcoherent in Y if the following 
conditions are satisfied: If .Y- is a u-coherent subset of 9’ which is orthogonal 
to Y1 and if u1 and us are extensions of u to Y, and F respectively, then: 
(i) 9’p is orthogonal to FOs. 
(ii) If 01 E &(Yr , 0, ; F, us) then CX~ is a sum of two generalized characters, 
one of which is orthogonal to Yy’ and the other is in &Yi*. 
We first obtain a uniqueness statement in terms of subcoherence. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose I! is a subgroup of 6 and Y is a set of orthogonal 
characters of 2. Suppose there is an isometry u from X0(9’) into JZ, and that 
Y is u-coherent with $xed extension u* of u to 9(Y). Assume there is a subset 
Yl of 9 such that (Y 1 , UJ is subcoherent in 9’ for some extension al of a to 
Y(Yl)andthat 19’--Ysp11 >2.1fY,=9,u{h}forsomeh~.Y-9’l 
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then o*IY, is the only extension of u to .Y(Y,J. If there exists A, E Y - Y, 
such that A,( 1) divides the minimum degree of characters in Y, , then either 
a*IY, = q or 9, = Ipl, p2) for sow A, pLzf and ,4) = 4), &* = 
-$&for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let crs be an extension of (r to 9(Ya). Then for pLi E Y, , 
(Q, X08) = 0, and by the definition of subcoherence (@, ho*) = 0. But if 
mj = pj(l) and 1 = h(l) then +W - 1~7 = rnJO* - I$*. Therefore 
11 uj II2 = (Q, @) = (@, &*). Hence @ - &* = 0 for all pj E Y, , and 
consequently ka = ho*. This proves the first statement. 
To prove the second statement, let Y, = {pL1 ,..., pk}. Choose the notation 
so that p1 has smallest weight of any character in Y1 of minimum degree 
and so that X,(l)l~~(l). Denote X,(l) and pj(l) by Zi and m, , respectively, 
and mIllI by r7i, . Then 
(fizlAl - pl)” = ?qy* - p;*. 
Also, by the first part of the definition of subcoherence, 
(-pi*, (mltL2 - m2Q) = @A;* - P;*, by2 - m,hQ) = m211 pl II2 f 0. 
Therefore r7i,h, - p1 E d(Y, , a, ; Y - 9,) a*), so (7TlJl - p1p = 
(1, + rl,, where A, E &Yp and A, is orthogonal to 9’2. Since h’;* is ortho- 
gonal to Yp, it follows that 11, + /.L:* is orthogonal to 9?, and in particular 
to A, . Hence 
Suppose II/l, 11 = II pi 11. Then it follows from (3.2) that rl, = -&. But 
A, E &Y”fl and 
m,$ - mjpf = m,$ - rn,&* . (3.3) 
Hence if (1, = +Q = -&* then A, = -Q and then the conclusion 
holds. If/l, = &Q then (3.3) implies (1, = ~2 and m, = m2. Also k = 2 
because otherwise (3.3) implies 
m,‘ll pi* II2 = II m& - m,@ - m9p2 II2 = ml211 ~~111~ + ms211 p1 II2 + ms211 p2 12, 
a contradiction. Again the conclusion holds. 
Thus we may assume II A, II # /I p1 11. Then we can assume (1, = j-Q 
and II we II # 11 pi II. Equation (3.2) implies 
II A, II2 = I VI > P;*) I G II “1 Ill1 CL;* IL 
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Hence 11 ps 11 < 1) pI I). The original choice of pI implies mz > m, . We know 
that ,u? is orthogonal to A,, A,, and AT*. Hence the equations for 
(+iI , AI - pI>” imply (@, pT*) = 0. Therefore 
(ml$ + map:, P?> = 0. 
Equation (3.3) implies 
Therefore 
II m&* + m,p? If = m,2ll pz II2 - mill p1 112, 
which, because of our earlier inequalites, is negative. This is a contradiction, 
and the proof is complete. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. 
1. 2 is a subgroup of the jinite group 6. 
2. For 1 < i < k, Yi = {big I 1 < s < ni}. The sets 9i are pairwise 
disjoint and Y = & Yi consists of pairwise orthogonal characters of 8. 
3. For 1 < i < k, 1 < s < ni , there exist positive integers Ii, such that 
Zll = 1 and A,*( 1) = Z&(l) for all Ai, . There is a linear isometry a from 
30 to JzQjo . 
4. A,, is irreducible. 
5. Yl is u-coherent with exte&on a, of u to 4(YJ. 
6. For each Y+,, either a or b is true. 
a. 9’,,, consists of irreducible characters. For each t with 1 < t < n, 
nz-1 W‘ p 
(3.4) 
b. Ym is u-coherent with extensibn a,,, of u. ~9’~ is partitioned into sets 9,,,j 
such that each P’,,,, either consists of irreducible characters or (Y,,,, , u,,J is 
subcoherent in Y for some o,,,* . Furthermore 
(3.5) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied. Then 9’ is o-coherent, 
and there is an extension u* of u to 9(Y) such that u* I Yl = aI. 
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Proof. We use induction on k. If K = 1 the theorem is true by hypothesis. 
Assume the theorem is true for k - 1. Then there is an extension of u to 
a linear isometry r~* on $(@I; Yi) such that u* 1 Y; = q . 
We may assume Zkl < Zk, for all s. Choose the notation so that h,, has 
minimum weight among the members X,, of Yk for which I,, = Zkl . If 9’ 
satisfies 6b let Ykl denote the set LZkj containing h,, . For 1 < s < nk define 
A = ZkA, - hk, * 
Define the integers a, by 
Since /3s E .Ya 
CA;,* , k&3 = (pi& , Au) 
-(&$ - A;; , A”) (3.7) 
= -a,l,, for 1 <i<k-1, 1 <t <?zi, (6 t) # (1, 1). 
Since X,, is irreducible and a is an isometry on .Y,, , 
II 8,” II2 = cs + II A,, II2 for 1 < s < n, . (34 
We have 
(3.9) 
for some class function A, of 8. It is clear that (A, , h’$ = 0. If (i, t) # (1, 1) 
and 1 < i < k - 1, 1 < t < ni then, since the qi are pairwise orthogonal, 
(3.7) implies (A,, h$) = 0. Therefore (3.8) and (3.9) yield that 
k-l ni 
& - 21ksas + as2 C 
Et 
C - $=I I xi, II2 + 11 A, /I2 = 1;s + 11 hks ii2* (3.10) i=l 
Now we shall complete the proof in the case that 9, satisfies 6a. If a, # 0 
then (3.4) and (3.10) imply 
since a, is an integer. Since h,, is irreducible this implies A, = 0 if a, # 0. 
Hypothesis 3.1.3 and (3.9) imply 
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if A, = 0. Since A,, is irreducible, X$1) # 0. Hence the preceding equation 
implies that if A, = 0 then a, > 0 and together with (3.4) it implies Zks > 
2a& , a contradiction. Thus A, # 0 and hence a, = 0. DefinehE: to be -A,. 
Then hi: is orthogonal to &i Y;‘, (3.8) and (3.9) imply 11 h;E”, 11 = 1, and, 
since (psO, ,Q) = ZksZkt for s # t, the generalized characters hi: are orthogonal. 
Thus the proof is complete in this case. 
From now on we assume Yk satisfies 6b. If a, # 0 then since a, is an 
integer (3.5) and (3.10) imply 
Therefore 
II A, II2 < II &I II2 if a, # 0. (3.11) 
We will show that a, = 0. First we note that if h E (J:i: Yd and p E P’,, 
then (AU*, pek) = 0. For if either h or p is reducible this follows from the 
definition of subcoherence, and hence by Lemma 3.1 it follows for irreducible 
h and p. Thus 92 is orthogonal to lJf:t Y:* . Therefore for 2 < s < nk , 
In particular A, is not orthogonal to YIf , and its inner product with each 
member of Yif is an integer. Hence if sP& consists of irreducible characters 
then (3.11) implies that a, = 0. 
Suppose (ykl , ukl) is subcoherent in Y. If a, # 0 then by (3.11) 
II A, /I2 < 11 A,, II2 where 11 A,, lj2 = ~(9~~). Since, by (3.11), A, is not ortho- 
gonal to ($,,(Ykl))o, (3.9) and the definition of subcoherent imply 
PI” = 4 + 4 (3.13) 
where A, E &Y”;Er and A, is orthogonal to YEfl. Since Yifl is orthogonal to 
UFIt Yr*, (3.9) and (3.13) imply A, is the perpendicular projection of A, 
onto (Yklp, and hence 11 A, II2 < /I A, l12. Therefore if a, # 0 (3.11) implies 
A, = -&& for some s # 1. Hence (3.13) and the analogue for ok1 of (3.12) 
imply 
-M 46, II2 = -Ml &a II27 
so II A,, iI2 < I/ A, (I2 < 11 A, l12. Hence (3.11) implies that a, = 0 in all cases. 
Since a, = 0, (3.6) implies 
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For1 <~<n,, 
Therefore (3.14) implies that (X$ , psu) = I,, for all s, so by (3.6) a, = 0 for 
al1 s. Almost exactly as in the case 6a we can verify that u* can be extended 
to Y(Y). This completes the proof. 
4. COHERENCE IN GROUPS HAVING A NILPOTENT SECTION 
Here we apply Theorem 3.1 to groups satisfying Hypothesis 4.2 stated 
below. This hypothesis generalizes assumptions of Feit and Thompson 
[9, Hypothesis 11 .l] in several ways. We have separated the hypothesis from 
the concept of a tamely imbedded subset and from our corresponding 
Hypothesis 2.1. We have replaced their assumption that 12 1 is odd by the 
weaker assumption 4.2.4. And we have introduced the subgroup r] into the 
Hypothesis (which is (1) under Feit and Thompson’s Hypotheses), This 
allows, for instance, for a non-trivial center in (F, and makes the theory 
available to the study of collineation groups. (See Theorem 5.1.) 
Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of Feit and Thompson’s Theorem 11.1 [9] 
and of [8, (31.3)]. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. 
1. 52 is a subgroup of the finite group 6, 2, is a normal subgroup of 2, and J? 
is a union of cosets in 2 off!, , with 1 $6. 
2. 8, SR and % are normal subgroups of .I&, such that 5 is nilpotent, I, C 1132, 
and 
[~qydqH)nm] x in-- wcep,cm x 8 =3cap?,. 
Denote B/2,, and 8/&, by R and 8, respectively. Often we regard characters 
of ~2 as characters of Q. If Y is a set of characters of 0 we denote by Y(Y, 3) 
the set of members of J(Y) which vanish on B - 2. 
Throughout this section we let r) denote any fixed irreducible character 
of %, and let & denote any non-principal irreducible character of mm. Let 
[{,, denote the character of R induced by &q and let $J denote the inertia 
group of 7) in R. Let 
9 = & I & # 1 and ltq vanishes on R - (A u %)}. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose Hypothesis 4.1 is satisfied. Then 9’ is a set of orthogonal 
characters. Suppose that for some 11,, E Y we have tI( 1) 1 &( 1) for all [i, E 9’. 
If li = &U)/&(l) then 
[iv(L) = lJl,,(L) 
Furthermore 9(Y, I?) = Y,,(Y). 
for L E .S? - 5. 
Proof. Clearly Y consists of orthogonal characters. The equation for [iv 
holds by definition of Y and because it holds for L = NE %. Since 1 4 2, 
49, Q) c -fo(Y), and now Proposition 3.1 implies that Y(Y, 9) = YO(Y). 
Remark. If 8, 2, and h satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and Hypothesis 4.1 with 
B(L) C &, for all L E fi, then, since 9(Y, fi) = YO(Y), Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2 and (2.6) imply that the mapping u in Section 2 is an isometry from 
YO(Y) into Aso . In Hypothesis 4.2 below we shall assume the existence of 
such a function. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume Hypothesis 4.1 is satisjied. If the kernel of & does not 
contain $ then li, E Y. 
Proof. We must show li, vanishes on R - (6 u %). Clearly {iv vanishes 
on R -3. By [9, Lemma 4.31 Ei vanishes on m - UReSL CC(H) n !Ut. 
If JEJ-(&u%) then J=MNwhere M~%Jl-~U,,~a(H)nYJl and 
NE X. Then &(M) = 0 so ti7(MN) = 0. 
Two characters 0, , & E Y will be called equivalent if e,(l) = e,(l) and 
11 t9, 11 = /I t!$jj. If ‘u is a normal subgroup of B let Y”(a) denote (0 E Y I 0 is 
equivalent to some character in 9 which has ?I in its kernel}. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.2. 
1. Hypothesis 4.1 is satis$ed. There is a linear isometry u from .YO(9’) 
into A%?,, . 
2. There exists a positive integer e such that e I ti(l) for all li,, E Y and 9’ 
contains some irreducible character of degree g(l)(R : J). 
3. Each equivalence class of Sp is either subcoherent in 9’ or consists of 
irreducible characters. 
4. !& is a normal subgroup of si with !& _C 8 and one of the followirzg is true: 
a. ~7 consists of irreducible characters. 
b. Each equivalence class in 9 - 9’(&) has at least two members. 
c. e2 ) (fm : 8) and (3 : 3) I [($j : 5,) - l] for each subgroup $j2 of Z& which 
is normal in a. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose Hypothesis 4.2 is satisfied. Let a be the square free 
part of ($5 : 3,). Suppose that either a = (I$ : $&) and 
((sj : &) - 1)2 > 4e2(s : J)2 (4.1) 
OY a f ($ : sjl) and 
a($ : .fj,) > 4e2(5 : J)2. (4.2) 
If Y($jJ is u-coherent and contains an irreducible character of degree q( l)(R : J) 
then Y is coherent. 
Proof. Let $j2 b e a normal subgroup of R which is contained in !& and is 
minimal with respect to the property that Y($i2) is a-coherent with respect 
to Y,,(Y(a,)). Suppose that s2 # (1). Choose $s C fj2 such that .sj2/.$, is 
a chief factor of si. Let Y(sj2) = Y1 = (A,, 1 1 6 s < n,), where A,, is 
irreducible and h,,(l) = eT(l)(Jt : J). Let Y, ,..., -4p, be the equivalence 
classes of Y($s) - 9(&j,). For 2 < i < K let Zi,Au(l) be the common degree 
of the characters in ,4pi . Clearly our assumptions and Lemma 4.1 imply 
Y(sja) satisfies Hypothesis 3.1 except possibly (3.4) or (3.5). If ,4pi with 
i > 1 consists of irreducible characters and has more than one member, 
then by Proposition 3.2 Yi is a-coherent. 
We will now verify that either (3.4) or (3.5) is satisfied. Consider only the 
characters tj of %?I whose kernel does not contain 8. With 17 fixed let &q 
range over a set of representatives of the classes of characters of J/B, which 
are conjugate under R. Then tY ranges once over a set of representatives of 
classes of characters of m/a, with respect to conjugacy in 5. Let a, denote 
the number of characters of J which are conjugate in R to [jq* Then aj/(R : 5) 
is the number of conjugates of ti relative to 5. By lemma 4.2 all the characters 
[j, are in ,40, and 
c 
u1)2 > 1 3’1 6 ( j2 
g II hs II2 p,? II tj, II” 
= c (&?>(l)“(~ : 3) 
tjin II thj II2 
= T(1)2 C [j(l)“aj(R : 3) 
tj 
Equivalently 
= q(l)“@ : J)(sz : S>[(W : $52) - (‘n : @I. 
2 
;&Yp 
(R : SWQ : sj)K?3 : $2) - 11 
e2(R : J) (4.3) 
Since $/a, is nilpotent, .5,/& n 3(8/.5J # (1). Therefore, since 4j2/~a 
is a chief factor of R, $$J& C 3(.5/fis). If 9 is an irreducible character of 
$/$j, then [9, Lemma 4.11 implies that ~(1)~ I (4j : fi,), since sj is nilpotent. 
Let b be the square free part of (a, : 5,) and let c = (a, b). Then the square 
free part of (f) : 8,) is ab/c2. Thus ~(1)~ I (a : S2)c2/ab. Every irreducible 
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character of m is a constituent of some character induced by an irreducible 
character of 3. Hence 
Z,,e < [(jj : 5j,)~~/ab]~~~(~ : 3j), (2 < m < k). (4.4) 
Suppose now that (3.4) or (3.5) is violated for some value of m. Under 
Hypothesis 4.2.4a the summation in (3.4) is an integer. In case 4.2.4b we 
may assume (3.5) is violated. And in case 4.2.4~ the right hand side of (4.3) 
is an integer. Hence in all cases (4.3) implies 
w : -ma : 52) - 11 < 21,, .
e2(8 : 3) 
This and (4.4) yield that 
C-5 : a,) - 1 < 245 : J)[(B : sj,)~~/4~‘~. 
Let ab/c2 = s and 2e(B : 3) = t. Then ($ : s2) = r2s for some positive 
integer r. We have r2s - 1 < tr. This implies rs - 1 < rs - l/r < t. 
If r = 1 then (5 : 5,) is square-free, and hence (f) : 5,) is square-free. 
Then 
(6 : jjl) - 1 < s - 1 < 2e(S : 3) 
contrary to (4.1). 
Therefore r # 1, rs - 1 < YS - 1 /r and rs < t, so 
Then 
(5 : $j2)ab/c2 < 4e2(5 : ZJ)“, 
(sj : $5,) < f (-5 : g2) < f 4e2(5 :3)” < f 4e2(5 :3)“. 
But this is incompatible with both (4.1) and (4.2). Therefore either (3.4) or 
(3.5) is true and all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Hence .Y($,) 
is coherent contrary to the minimal nature of $2 . This finally implies that 
B2 = (1). Therefore Y = Y(sj,) is coherent. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
As applications of Theorem 4.1 we mention that Lemmas 11.1 and 11.2 
in [9] can be generalized. In particular the inequalities in those lemmas can 
be replaced by a($ : 9’) 3 4(E : $)2 and a($ : a’) < 4(S! : $J)~, respectively, 
where a is the square free part of (8 : a’). A s another application we state 
without proof the following theorem, which is a generalization of [8, (31.5)] 
and [ZO, Theorem 3.11. The proof is very much like Feit’s proof [8, (31.5)], 
or it can be based on the generalizations of the lemmas just mentioned. 
Only the case that $ is a non-abelian 2-group with ($ : B’) = 4 requires 
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a separate argument, and this is easily given by the method of proof of 
[9, Lemma 11.31. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that Hypothesis 4.2.1 is satisjied and that 5 = 91, 
4 = 5 x 9I - ?R, and R/X is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel 
(8 x %)/9I. Then 9 = {& I & is a non-principal irreducible character of $j}. 
Then one of the following must occur: 
(i) 1 Y j = 1 and hence sj is an elementary abelianp-group with 1 8 ( - 1 = 
(5 : 3 = (a : 3). 
(ii) sj is a non-abelian p-group for some prime p with a(sj : 6’) < 4(5 : 3)” 
where a is the square-free part of (5 : $5’). 
(iii) Y is u-coherent. 
5. THE RESTRICTION OF CERTAIN CHARACTERS OF d TO f? 
In this section we obtain results concerning the multiplicities of the 
constituents of 0 1 !G for characters 0 of 6 assuming 8, 2, and fi satisfy 
Hypothesis 2.1 and assuming a coherent set of irreducible characters is given. 
To do this we apply Theorem 2.1, and for this it is necessary that B satisfy 
(2.7), i.e., that the average values of 19 over Ls(L) and U(L) be equal for 
each L E 3,. As an application of these results we state without proof 
Theorem 5.1, which gives a lower bound on the degrees of certain characters 
of a class of groups having a Frobenius section. First we obtain conditions 
under which (2.7) holds. Throughout this section we assume Hypothesis 2.1 
is satisfied, and cr denotes the operator discussed in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose L! and 2 satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and L E 8, . 
If 0 is a character of 6 let 0 / (L) J(L) = +I + & where the kernel of t,bl 
contains J(L) and no constituent of & contains J(L) in its kernel. Then 
(5.1) 
JE%L) 
if and only if 
(5.2) 
If (0 I 3(-q, is(L) = (0 i J-+(L), hLp) then 0 sati.@s (5.1). 
Proof. Let &y denote any irreducible constituent of $2 where 6 is an 
irreducible character of (L) and y is an irreducible character of J(L). 
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Then 
Clearly (5.1) holds for #r ; hence (5.1) holds for 0 if and only if (5.2) holds 
for *s. If (6 Is(L), l& = (0 1 R(L), la& then it is easily seen that 
0 = (A I 3.(L), $wJ = ($a I WI, lmd Th is implies that #a satisfies (5.2) 
and completes the proof. 
Clearly if 6 = XT* is constant on the cosets of s(L) which lie in (L)J(L) - J(L) 
then (2.7) is satisfied and (2.8) can be applied to 0. Lemma 5.1 and Proposi- 
tion 5.2 give conditions under which this is the case. Lemma 5.1 is related 
to Feit and Thompson’s Lemma 10.2 [9], Lemma 5.2 to their Lemma 9.2, 
and Proposition 5.2 to their Lemma 10.3. 
If all irreducible characters of 6 are constant on p(L) for all L E 2, then, 
since character tables are non-singular matrices, v(L) must be a single class 
of conjugate elements and hence J(L) = R(L) = (1) for every L E &, . Then 
$,= 2 and C,(L)CL! f or every L E 9, and Hypothesis 2.1 implies B is 
a trivial intersection set. 
Throughout this section J’(p, 2) will denote the set of all generalized 
characters of D which vanish on q(8) n (2 - 8) and contain R(L) in their 
kernels for all L E 3,. S’(G) will denote the submodule of Y(cp, e) consisting 
of those generalized characters which vanish outside & 
If p is a generalized character of a subgroup of 6, denote by /3* the 
generalized character of 8 induced by @. 
LEMMA 5. I. Suppose 2. and e satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and that L E 8, . 
Let CI! be any irreducible character of J(L). Let &, , 5, ,..., 5, be the irreducible 
characters of {L), and let Sp, = {[p}. If 8 is a generalized character of 6 
such that (0, ([,a - [,a)*) = 0 for all sp, fp E Sp, and for all OL # 1 then 
0 is constant on the cosets of 3.(L) which lie in (L)3(L) - g(L). 
Proof. If 01 # 1 then 
(4 (tsa - 4,4*) = (0 I cow, 5,= - w = 0. 
Thus 
e I ~3~4 = i 5,~ + B 
S=O 
where q is some character of J(L) and /3 is a character of (L)3(L)/s(L). Thus 
clearly e(fv) = /3(N) for NE (L)J(L) - J(L). 
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LEMMA 5.2. Assume L! and 2 satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and that cy. E 9’(e). 
Zf L E &, then a0 / K,(L) is a generalized character of K,(L)/J(L). 
Proof. By a lemma of Dade [5, p. 5951 if C E K:,(L) then 
Thus if N E Q(L) then N,, is conjugate to C,, . Hence 
cP(N) = e(C) = ci(C,) = a(C). 
In particular op ) Eg(L) = u / (&(L). But Q,(L)/s(L)r Q$(L)/R(L) and OL has 
R(L) in its kernel. The conclusion now follows. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. Assume B and fi satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. Let VIL = ‘%,&J(L)) 
for L E 3, . 
1. With the notation of Lemma 5.1, ;f [,, and ftti are the characters of ‘iRL 
induced by t,a and fp with a! # 1, then [,, = C;=, vi and lt= = x.j”=, 0, , 
where the 77j and 0, are irreducible characters of ‘!JIL such that e,( 1) = Tj(l) for 
j = 1, 2,..., k. 
2. Let 
Then $12, is a trivial intersection set in 6 with Q(‘&,) = gn, . 
Note that if Hypothesis 10.2 of Feit and Thompson [9] is assumed with sj, 
replaced by J(L) then condition 1 above is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that f! and I? satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and that 1 $2. 
Suppose Hypothesis 5.1 is satisjied for some element L E 8, . Let Y be a set of 
characters of L! such that 
JgY) _c s’(e). 
Assume that 9 is u-coherent. Assume further that 9’ contains at least two 
irreducible characters. Zf h E Y then X0’ is constant on the cosets of J(L) which 
lie in (L)J(L) - J(L). 
Proposition 5.2 is related to Feit and Thompson’s Lemma 10.3 [9], and its 
proof, based on our Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, is nearly the same as their proof 
with our rlj , Sj in the role of their e1 , 8, . 
Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 are generalizations of [IO, Corollary 2.11 and 
Proposition 5.5 generalizes Feit and Thompson’s Lemma 10.5 [9]. 
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If 9’ = {hi} is a coherent set of irreducible characters and {xi} is a set of 
irreducible characters of 8 such that hT* = eixi where l i = &I for each i, 
then we call xi the exceptional character of 6 associated with hi. All other 
irreducible characters of (li are called non-exceptional. If 1 $9 and X0(Y) C 
Y(a) then bi is independent of i since ~~(1) = 0 for all TV E 9’(e). In the 
remainder of the section we use this notation. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume 6, 2, and J? satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and 1 $2. 
Suppose 9’ = {hi 1 1 < i < n} is a a-coherent set of irreducible characters of 2 
such that 4ro(9’) C s’(e). Let li = hj( 1). Then for G E 6 and for all j 
llX,(G) = ljX1(G) + /;zlA1 - ‘jhdcL) (5.3) 
where the first case occurs zf G E v(L), L C 2, and the second zf G +! q~(fi,). 
Let t9 be a generalized character of 0 satisfying (2.7) which is orthogonal 
to 90*. Then there is an integer d and a generalized character TV of B orthogonal 
to Y such that 
(5.4) 
If hy* satis$es (2.7) then each hq* satisjes (2.7) and then there exist integers dj 
and characters pj of 2 orthogonal to 9’ such that 
xj 1 L! = Ehj + $ c liXi + pj . 
1 2 
Proof. Equation (5.3) follows from (2.6). If 0 satisfies (2.7) then (2.8) 
implies that forj > 1 
(e ( 2, zlxi - ZjAl) = 
I 
-:E: 
if 8=x$, 
if 8 = x1 , 
0 if 0 is orthogonal to {xi , xi}. 
By (24, VA - 44) 0 satisfies (2.7). Therefore if hy* satisfies (2.7) then so 
does h;’ for every j. This yields (5.4) and (5.5). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose all the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 are 
satis$ed. If 01 E 4’(q~, fi) and (ar, Z& - Z,&) = 0 then 
4(Xi I % 4 = 4x1 I 27 4 (5.6) 
Assume Y C J’(~J, 2). If A”,* satis$es (2.7) then in (5.5) we hawe dj = lidI/& . 
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If also each constituent of pj and pL1 is in Y’(y, I?) then 
Proof. If a: E 9’(~, fi) then (2.10) and (2.8) imply that 
E((4Xj - ZjXl) I % a> = ((44 - 44)” I 2, a) = ((Q, - @l)o, a”) 
= ((Z& - Zjh, , a). (5.7) 
This yields (5.6). If Y C 9’(~, .@ then putting (Y = A, in (5.7) we have for 
j>l 
E(djZl - Zi(e + dl)) = -Zj . 
Hence d, = Zjdl/Zl . Equation (5.6) yields the last statement. 
Remark. Often it occurs that ~(2) n (2 - 2) is empty. If also fi(~C) = (1) 
for every L E 2, then every character of I! is in sl(v, 2) and Proposition 5.4 
is more readily applicable. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose all the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 are satisjied. 
Let 9 be a generalixed character of 8 satisfying (2.7). Then there exist rational 
numbers b and c and generalized characters /I and y of Q orthogonal to Y such 
that if L E I?# then 6(L) = b/l(L) if 0 is orthogonal to 9’*, and xi(L) = 
&(L) + q(L) if fl = xi . 
Proof. Let 6 = Ci Zihi where hi ranges over Y. There exists a character 
5’ of L! which is orthogonal to Y such that 6 + 6’ = pB , the character of 
the regular representation of 0. By (5.4) if 8 is orthogonal to Y”* then 
012 =b,f+p 
where Z.L is orthogonal to 4. Similarly 
xi I 2 = l hj + Cl6 + PLj 
if B = x3. by (5.5). Since p%(L) = 0 for L E A?# 
e(L) = -U’(L) + p, 
x3&) = 4(L) - ML) + P,(L), 
and the Proposition results by a suitable change in notation. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 8, f?!, and Q satisfr Hypotheses 2.1 and 4.1 and 
that .!j = 9% CO = (l), B = B X 9l - R, B = %(fi), SyL) = <l) fo7 all 
L E I?, , and I?/% is a Frobenius group with Frobtkus kernel $ x R/‘S. Suppose 
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that Hypothesis 5.1 is satisJied for all L E fi, . Assume that fi n G-l!RG = 4 
for all G E 0. If x is a faithful character of 6 of degree less than (1 $5 1 - I)/2 
and if x is constant on ~J(L) f or all L E fi,, then one of the following must be true. 
(a) fi is a non-abelian p-group for some prime p with 
a($ : sj’) < 4(2 : $j x q2 
where a is the square free part of (5 : 5’). 
(b) D = 6. Then sj is normal in 6. 
(c) 6 is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p and no proper 
subgroup of $j is normal in C. 
This theorem is a generalization of [IO, Theorem 4.21, and its proof is 
entirely similar to the proof of that theorem, being based on Lemma 3.1, 
Theorem 4.2, Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 and other analogues of results in [IO]. 
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